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Building Basics: All About Bolts

loy, corrosion-resistant steel. Heat treating further strengthens aircraft quality hardware to a minimum of. 125,000 psi. Brings to mind the. HEAD. A=-UNDRILLED ... 
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NutS & BOltS



Building Basics your project—but cell is the basic with rare exceptions building block of you should only use muscles, organs, tisAn up-close look at what holds an airplane together approved aircraft sues, and bones that hardware. The reamake up the marvel son is simple: MICHAEL DiFRISCO that is the human hardware-store bolts body, the ubiquitous are made of a lowbolt is the most bacarbon, mild steel sic component of an airplane's at your local hardware store have with a tensile strength of about construction. Like the human cell, mesmerized you. Speaking of the 55,000 psi (pounds per square without bolts, the airframe would hardware store, it is not the place to inch)—pretty weak. Aircraft quality never come to life. purchase the bolts and nuts you hardware is made from a nickel alThe seemingly endless variety of need for your aviation project. loy, corrosion-resistant steel. Heat bolt sizes and shapes can often overAs the builder of an experimental treating further strengthens aircraft whelm the new builder. Most likely category airplane, you can legally quality hardware to a minimum of the seemingly endless bins of bolts use hardware-store nuts and bolts in 125,000 psi. Brings to mind the
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"hefty, hefty, hefty, wimpy, wimpy, wimpy" TV commercial. Hardware is not the place to try to save money on your project, so always go "hefty." , ;



Spruce & Specialty catalog, you'll discover additional alpha-numeric designations following the AN number. Although there's no need to memorize the countless bolt codes, there is a method to this cryptic Bolt Standards madness. See the accompanying ilAircraft quality hardware is often lustration for how to decode an AN called "AN" hardware, which stands bolt designation. for Army/Navy, the two military branches that established the criteria Bolt Vibrations for acceptable aviation hardware Airplanes vibrate, and vibration can way back when. Joining AN in the cause bolts to wiggle loose and no succeeding years are National Aero- longer fasten thing together. This is space Standards (NAS) and Military a bad thing in any aircraft, so AN Standards (MS, also called "mil- bolts have features that allow you to spec"). However, unless you're building a spacecraft in your workshop, AN hardware suffices for most applications, and the better homebuilder's supply sources are well stocked with the AN fasteners. You can identify an AN bolt by the marking on its head. These markings take many forms, but they do follow some basic rules. A bolt with no markings on the head is a noncertified bolt—the hardware-store prevent them from vibrating free. wimpy variety. Some AN bolts have a hole drilled Other head-codes can be simple through their head, shank, or both. asterisks or crossed lines, letter codes Usually, the hole drilled in a bolt's identifying the material from which shank is for a cotter pin. If the hole the bolt is made, or even the name is drilled in the bolt's head, that's of the manufacturer. (See illustra- where you use safety wire to make tion.) These markings typically mean sure the bolt won't vibrate loose. On you're looking at a corrosion-resist- bolts with a drilled head the letter H follows the AN designation. A bolt ant steel aircraft bolt. You'll be dealing with AN bolts with a drilled shank has no letter affrom the smallest AN3 (3/16-inch di- ter the alphanumeric AN string. If ameter) bolt, to the largest AN20 the bolt is not drilled, the letter A (1-1/4-inch diameter) bolt. But flip- follows the AN code. Typically, you ping through the latest Aircraft use a lock washer or elastic stop nut



Without bolts, the airframe would never come to life.



AN—Indicates an aircraft-quality piece of hardware. Stands for Army/Navy, the two service branches that first established criteria for aircraft-standard hardware. Head—The hexagonal portion of the bolt over which the wrench fits. Grip—The unthreaded portion of the shank. Shank—The portion of the bolt designed to fit into the hole in the material. The length of an aircraft bolt is measured from under the head to the end of the shank. Torque—The pressure applied to tighten the nut onto the bolt.



with an undrilled bolt. Sometimes a designer specifies a close-tolerance bolt. Because standard shank diameters can be off as much as .003 of an inch, in applications where a "perfect" fit is required to minimize wiggle—like a wing attach fitting—you need a close-tolerance bolt. Close-tolerance bolts have a small triangle embossed into the head, and are generally coded AN 173 through AN 186.



Bolt Grip



You don't need a ruler to learn how long a bolt is. Just look at the code on its head. More important than learning the bolt's length is deciding how long a bolt must be for a particular fastening job. A bolt's length is the length of its shank, and the length isn't always enough information to make the correct selection. The unthreaded portion of the shank—the grip—is designed to carry shear loads. To securely fasten two things together, the bolt's grip should equal the depth of the hole through which the bolt passes (see illustration). Sometimes "equal" is just a bit off, and as a general rule you can have no more than 1.5 included in the bolt hole. If more than 1.5 threads extend into the hole, your grip is too short, and you need to get another bolt. Your bolt's grip is too long if you have to add more than three washers to the bolt before adding the nut. If that's the case, you need to get a bolt with a shorter grip. Don't get into the habit of hacksawing AN bolts to the proper length. This invites corrosion by exposing un-plated steel to the elements, and cutting and rethreading AN bolts weakens them. It may not always be possible or practical, but when installing a bolt, it's always best to have the head of the bolt up or facing into the slipstream (see illustration). That way, if a nut inadvertently becomes loose or Sport Aviation
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Building Basics falls off, gravity, inertia, or air pressure might just hold the bolt in place until you can replace the errant nut.



nut won't do for aviation because of vibration and the high stress loads the fasteners must endure. AN nuts are categorized by the methods of Nuts & Washers security: self-locking, or stop nuts; The nut's sole purpose is to pre- nuts in conjunction with lock washvent the bolt from separating from ers; or by external safetying—a cotter its fitting or fastened material and to pin or safety wire. add pressure to keep the bolted comThe self-locking nut is the most ponents from "working" against on common type used in aircraft conanother. And like bolts, an ordinary struction. It has an elastic fiber or
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Legendary performance and style, proven engineering and acrobatic capability, unsurpassed kit and d oe u me n ta tion quality...these are the things that have made the Glasair a modern



classic, the standard by which all othe two-seat sportplanes are judged. And with 90% financing packages available at attractive rates from GreenTree, it has never been easier to own the
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Building Basics: All About Bolts - Size 

use hardware-store nuts and bolts in your projectâ€”but .... Close-tolerance bolts have a small triangle embossed ... mincing of 836,89? complete. Glasaii 1)1 kit ...
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NUTS & BOLTS: Building Basics: The Hole Story 

The tools on the market for cutting lightening holes ... The tool's small size allows you to easily see your work ... In case you don't want to make the tool yourself ...
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NUTS & BOLTS: Building Basics: The Hole Story 

in your airframe parts have never impressed me much, especially if the ... tap a 10-32 hole for a clamp screw to clamp the die grinder in the hole. Finally, saw a ...
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Building Basics: Electrical System Basics 

an electrical system is relatively complex, this how-to guide tackles the electrical foundation of ... tube and stall detection vane, and then ... feature dual alternators, dual voltage regulators ... George Wilhelmsen holds a commercial certificate 
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Building Basics: Roundabouts 

it's important to use the right wash- er for each job. A typical ... A field guide to aircraft washers. Greg Laslo ... even Friday-night dirt-track car-rac- ing guys use AN ...
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Building Basics: Spark Plugs 

to more than $50, and eight to 12 plugs per engine, spark plugs become ... the surface areas in the combustion chamber exceed a critical limit or if the spark plug ...
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Building Basics: Riveting Techniques 

As with all other facets of riveting, practice using this tool on scrap that is identical to the material you ulti- mately want to work on. It takes practiceâ€”and patience.
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Building Basics: Gauging Aluminum 

ist in nature as a free metal, but aluminum oxide, the raw material needed to produce .... Weight & Balance. â€¢ Inspection & Testing. NON EAA MEMBERS $389.
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Building Basics: Making Holes 

holes in wood or building materials. ... ing holes or drill larger holes in two .... Black. 3/16. Brass from drilling into an underlying structure that doesn't need a hole.
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Building Basics: Corralling Cable 

Affordable! More features, less cost. Just add a GPS/COM & transponder ... Visa/M.C., call (804) 353-1713. Fax 359-2618. SI-FOLD. DOORS! 507-426-8273.
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Building Basics: Fatigue 

HTP lets you get precise, professional results on any critical aircraft weld. America Inc. EAA03. HTP is your source for Migs, TIGs, Auto-Darkening. Helmets and ...
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Building Basics: Stress Risers 

STRUCTURAL FAILURES OF AIR- craft components are always severe and often costly both in material and life. The most common component failure is a.
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Building Basics: Wire Size 

Home Depot recently for about $35 in the aisle that has the material for installing computer and cable TV coaxial cable. With this crimping tool you can also buy a ...
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Building Basics: Tube Talk 

"Big deal," you might say. "What makes it so versatile, and why are steel tube fuselages made of the stuff?" We don't need to know about how steel is pro-.
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building basics Fasten-ating 

Tension pulls on the bolt; shear forces try ... yet in a double-shear situation, where it is supported in ... the tensile strength (measured in pounds per square inch,.
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Building basics: Pushrod Secrets 

Mark the rivet hole locations on a piece of masking tape and trim it to a butt fit. Then wrap it around the end of the tube, which has been cut with a tubing cutter to ...
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Building basics: Pushrod Secrets 

then mount the plugs in each end with six high-strength blind rivets spaced evenly around the circumfer- ence of the tube. Here's potential trouble. It's tough.
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Building Basics: Cable Corral 

BUILDERS USE MANY FASTENers to connect the parts and pieces of their airplanes, and one of the handiest is the ubiquitous nylon tie wrap (or cable tie/strap) ...
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Building Basics: Lecture Circuits 

course along the wiring diagram to ensure every connection is ... Katie, bar the door. The system that causes the ... bell-shaped object. The former is an in-line ...
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Building Basics: Composites 

structural sand- wich. For exam- .... full benefit of its adhesive propertiesâ€”without adding unnecessary ... Cut and sand composite materials with care because ...
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Building Basics: Safety Dance 

that it can't fall off the plane in flight. Several different methods are used to secure aircraft hardware: safety wire, cotter pins, self-locking nuts, and lock washers.
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Building Basics: Aircraft Fabric 

TAPE IS CUT. â€” -/ON 45"ANGLE ... FINISHING TAPE CUT. EL 10 SELVASE EPGE .... Finishing Tapeâ€”A strip of fabric cut normally with a pinked (serrated) ...
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Building Basics: Gauging Aluminum 

RESISTANT SANDWICH. A VERY THIN COATING OF CORROSION. RESISTANT .... money can buy. It doesn't cost any more than old-fashioned methods and it ...
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Building Basics: Fundamental Security 

in a pattern, such as a square or triangle, and when you must safety parts in an electrical sys- tem where accessibility or frequent removal makes the double-twist.
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